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avii (x) = x
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A ≡ {x2 ∈ R | e1(x2) = x2}
?????x1 ∈ A???A �= φ????????
????? g ∈ G???????? g(x2)?????
????? e1(g(x2)) = g(e1(x2)) = g(x2) ???
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 ai = e
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??? G(x1) = {g(x1) ∈ R | g ∈ G} ?G? x1?





|G| = |R| (17)
??. x1 ??? G(x1) ??R ???????
G(x1) = {x1, x2, x3, · · · , x|R|}?????????
|G(x1)| = |R|?
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5.3 ????????R???
????????? v ??? Zn ?? G????
M????????????
M : Zn −→ G
∈ ∈ (18)
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avii (x) = x− v +m∆
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Z∆i ∼= G (21)





|R| = det∆ (22)
??. ?? 5.4??? 5.5???
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f(aix = x�) =


1 if x = a−1i x�
0 otherwise
???
P (x�, x) =
N�
i=1
pif(a−1i x = x
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??. ? ai : x �→ aix? 1? 1???bijection??
?????ai ?????? x????? a−1i x →
x → aix??????? f(a−1i x = x) = f(x =
aix) = 1?????? 0???????????
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